BILBO
As usual I’ve primed the miniature in black followed with some grey and white zentihal highlights applied from above:

I’m going to begin by painting the skin using Flat Flesh, mixed with a little Flat Brown and Flat Red as shown in
the Aragorn video:

I’m now dotting in the eyes with
some Ivory...

...and the pupils with some black:

I’ve chosen to give Bilbo a cream-coloured shirt, so am mixing a base tone
of Ivory mixed with a little Black and a hint of Flat Brown:

For the waistcoat I’m mixing a
somewhat cold, dark red by adding On the left you can see some pure
some Flat Blue and some Black to
Flat Red for comparison:
some Flat Red:

And I’ve just realised I forgot to
paint the feet:

For the trousers I’m mixing some Flat Brown and Black:

I’m now adding some Yellow Ochre
to this to create a more sandy
brown:

And I’m using this for the hair, both on the feet and on the head:

For the cloak I’m aiming for a slightly destaurated green tone that won’t
compete with the red waistcoat, so am mixing some Black and some Buff
into some Flat Green. To the right you can see some pure Flat Green for
comparison:

We can see some of the zenithal
highlights nicely showing through
here:

Next I’m mixing some Dark Sea Blue into some Silver, which I’m using for the short sword as well as the broach
on the cloak:

I’m now using a roughly equal mix of Yellow Ochre and Gold for the buttons on the waistcoat:

Next I’m going to create a shade using a 2:1 mix of Agrax Earthshade (2)
And I’m using this to shade the hair:
and Nuln Oil (1), thinned with some Lahmian Medium (2):

Next I’m thinning some Reikland
Fleshshade (50:50) and using this
to shade the skin:

Naturally I’m taking care to avoid the eyes:

I’m now using a roughly equal mix of Nuln Oil, Drakenhof Nightshade, and Medium to shade the sword and
broach:

Next I’m going to highlight the shirt by adding increasing amounts of Ivory, along with a little Buff to the original
base tone:

I’ve worked up to a tone that is
nearly pure Ivory:

I’m now highlighting the skin, by
adding some additional Flat Flesh,
and some White to the original
base tone:

You may also like to refer to the Aragorn video painting guide to see how I build the skin tone highlights up:

For the waistcoat I’m adding some
additional Flat Red, and a little Buff
to the original base tone:

Next I’m highlighting the cloak by
adding Yellow Ochre to the original
base tone:

I’m also mixing in a little White to
keep things from turning too yellow:

This is my lightest highlight tone:

I’m now creating a gentle highlight
for the trousers by adding a little
Yellow Ochre to the original Brown
and Black base tone:

Moving onto the sword, I’m now
Here I’m mostly just brightening the edges, as well as the raised design
adding some white to the Dark Sea
using the edge of the brush tip:
Blue and Silver base tone:

I’m now using Ivory mixed with the
Silver and Dark Sea Blue for the
brightest highlights:

Here I’m re-applying some of the
Nuln Oil and Drakenhof Nightshade
mix just to the recesses surrounding the design:

And these are my final highlights:

This is very optional, but here I’m thinning down some Fluorescent Blue
and brushing it over the blade to give it more of a blue tinge:

And we can also use this to create
For some more controlled OSL highlights we can mix a little of the blue
some subtle blue OSL effects on
into the highlight tones of the shirt and other nearby areas:
the nearby arm if you like:

Here for example I’ve mixed a little
blue into the cloak highlight tone:

I’m now adding some muddy weathering to the cloak using a mix of Flat
Brown, Black, and Buff:

And I’m now applying some Dark
Earth basing paste to the base, followed with some cork rocks as seen
in the videos:

Whilst that dries, I’ve chosen to
add a few more cooler tones to the I’ve also chosen to go a little lighter
right leg by once again mixing a lit- with the mud splatter on the back
tle of the Fluorescent Blue into the
of the cloak:
trouser highlight tone:

Here I’ve decided to glaze a little Flat Red into the cheeks (just below the
cheek bone) to add some colour and depth:

And I’m now using some Black
which I’ve thinned with some Flow
Enhancer to add some black lining,
mostly to where the cloak meets
the body:

I’m now finishing the base off with
a light dry brush, and some brown
Shade as usual:

And I’ve finished things off by adding plenty of grass tufts:

PAINT LIST
(All paints are by Vallejo Model Color)
Ivory
Refractive Green
Flat Brown
Flat Blue
Black
White
Yellow Ochre
Flat Green
Flat Flesh
Gold
Silver
Flat Red
Buff
Fluorescent Blue
Shades (by Games Workshop):
Agrax Earthshade
Nuln Oil
Reikland Fleshshade
Drakenhof Nightshade
+ Lahmian Medium

